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1INTRODUCTION
If a series lT a cos nu has all the terms present for
n ranging from one to infinity, it is called a complete
Fourier Cosine Series. If all terms divisible by are
missing, it is called a depleted series; if all terras divis-
ible by p^ and pg are missing, it is called a doubly deplet-
ed series, etc. If p is the product of the k prime numbers
pl' p2' *••» Pic*
we **y the 8erles 18 depleted by p.
The problem under consideration is to determine the
function that can be expressed by J^(cos nx)/n2 when this
series has been depleted by p.
CONVEROUOE OP 7~(cos nx)/n:
A standard notation for an infinite series is
The nth partial sum of the series is
Sn = ux u3 + u^
The vast of an Infinite series is defined as the limit
»
as n Increases indefinitely, of the sum of the first n
terns
:
provided the limit exists*
If 21 Ujj has s sum S* l*e* if S„ approaches a limit
when n increases, the series is said to be convergent, or
to converge to the value S; if the limit does not exist,
the series is divergent*
a series nay diverge because Sn increases indefinitely
as n Increases; or it may diverge because ^increases and
decreases alternately, or oscillates, without approaching
any limit* In the latter case the series Is called oscil-
latory.
A necessary condition for convergence is that the
general terra approach zero as its limit}
lira u_ « 0.
If in ^T^n* % ia a futtct10" of n, we have the Inte-
gral Test for convergence or divergence of the eeriest
If the function f(n) ie defined not only for positive
Integral values, but for all positive values of n, and if
f(n) never increases with a, then the series Z! Un converges
or diverges according as the integral J*t(n)dn does or does
not exist.
If u,j be a series of positive terns to be tested
then by the Comparison Test:
(a) If a series an of positive terms, known to be
convergent, can be found such that Uq • aw the series to
be tested Is convergent*
(b) If s series X.bn of positive terras, known to be
divergent, can be found such that un & bn, the series to
be tested is diverbent*
the p-series, Hl/nP, is convergent for p > 1 and
divergent for p £ 1* This can be shown by use of the
Integral Test In the following way:
1/lP « 1/2P + ... + 1/nP * ... * £l/nP.
The general terra is l/np :
/dn/np - /n-Pdn s n^P/d-p)!
' 7 J/
Since this is a finite result for p > 1, the series is
convergent* For p £ 1, the integral fails to exist; there-
fore it is divergent*
To teat the series
(coa x)A2+ (cos 2x)/22 ... + (cos nx)/n2 + ...
compare with the series
l/l2 t 1/22 r 1/32 + ... + 1/n2 T ...
which is proved above to be convergent. Since
(cos nx)/n2 5 l/n2
for all values of n, the series 21 (c°3 nx)/n2 converges.
If each term of the series is a function of a real
variable x for a closed interval a £ x £ b, we can write
the series
u
x
(x) ug(x) u3(x) + ... * HujjU)*
and its nth partial sum is Sn(x).
The series Hu^x) is uniformly convergent over the
interval (a,b) if there is a convergent series of positive
constant terms, 51 *n * ay* such that (u^x)! «» s^ for all
values of n end x. Therefore the series
21 (cos nx)/n2 s (cos x)/l2 f (cos 2x)/22 + ...
is uniformly convergent over any interval.
ISUMMATION OP COMPLETE SERIES
The suronatlon of the complete aeries
£.(cos nx)/n2 =(oos x)/l2-f(coe 2x)/s2+(coo 5x)/32* ...
can be attained by expanding each term around x * If by means
of Taylor's series and summing the double series thus
formed, ^aylor's Series gives us:
f(x) = f<a) + f»(a)(x-a) + f • ,U)U-a)2/2t + ....
where f(x) Is expanded In powers of (x-a) In the vicinity
of x s a.
To find the sum of £ (cos nx)/n2 over the interval
| x | 21T, we shall choose the raid-point x s if around which
to expand the function.
f(x) = (cos nx)/n2 t(1f) « (-l)/n2
f'(x) = -(sin nx)/n f»(tf)
f»'(x) = -cos nx f '(/JO (-1)""1
f,,f (x) s n sin nx f'Mtf) =
f ,T(x) = n2cos nx f ,T(fT) = (-1)%2
fT(x) s -n5sln nx f{if)
Proa the above we find
(cos nx)/n2=(-l)n/n2H-l)n"1(x-?r) 2/2S+(-l) nn2(x-i0 4A5t...;
ehence
]T(coa nx)/n2 * < x-/r)2/2i £ (-D""1
t (x-/n4Ai Hi-lpr? 4 (x-ir)6/6! Zt-lf-V 4 ....
Therefore YL 1 008 ra )/1^ expends Into an infinite set of
infinite series commonly called a doable series.
£(cos nx)/^ < [.i/l2 + i/s2 . l/# 4 1/48 - l/5?
...J
f (x-^)2/2l[l - 1 4 1 - 1 + 1 - 1 *
...J
(x-fr)4/4i[-l f 4 • 9 4 16 - 25 f ...]
(x-/T)6/ol [l - 16 4 81 - 256 f
...J
4 l-l)8 {x-/r)2< 8+1V(2sf2)i [l-S^fS28
-
..^J
where s is equal to 0, 1, 2, 3, ... .
«By the formula ( 2r) l/(2?*-V21*) Hl/n21*, we can
find the Hl/n2 by letting r » 1 and knowing that B^S 1/6,
where is the first Bernoulli number.
1/6 * 3/r2ZVn2 , or Ll/n2 *ir2A.
Since the series
-1 4 1/4 - 1/9 f 1/16 - 1/25 4 ... - -l/n2 2/2^2,
then
£(-1) /n2 - -Zl/n2 f l^Tl/n2 * ^/6 4/f2/l2 * -*2/l2*
Sons divergent series are sumraable. By letting
e"*x(u 4 u^x
-f Ugx2/2l f u3x
3/3l 4 ..) * e^^x) and assum-
»See Brorawich, Theory of infinite series, Art. 93 •
7Ing that the coefficients ^ are euoh that the aeries u(x)
converges for all values of x, we may give the following
definition for a sunmable divergent series:
Provided that the integral ye-xu(x)dx is convergent,
we may agree to associate Itfl value with the series 21%*
if this series is not convenient; this integral may then
be called the "suri" of the series; and the serier. nay be
called suraraable. Tlie sura may be denoted bf the symbol
•Jhis definition is due to Borel and ic regarded as
the fundamental definition.
-^Further, if C is any factor independent of n,
Now, in the series % m If % - 1 f 1 - ... t
u(x) * 1 - x + x2/2l - x3/3S + ... » e-*f
and so ^ .
/e-Xu(x)dx • y^e-2xdx a 1/2.
o o
By letting
C * 1 f cos 9 f cos 29 + cos 5© -f ...
and S 8 + sin 9 + Bin 29 f sin 3© 4 ... ,
we obtain C f IS 1 + ei« f c210 4 ©31* f •••
*bee Bromwlch, Theory of Infinite Series, Art. 102.
which we see that the associated function is
u(x) « 1 T xei* f x2e2i9/2S f ... - e*»
le
,
or u<x) " e*(«°* • * *8in
Hence, provided that is not sero or a multiple of 21T,
we find the sum
y e~xu(x)dx a /e-x(l-cos ©-isin ©)dx s l/(l-cos ©-isln 9)
o o
= 1/2(1 * loot w/2).
therefore, the real part C = 1 + cos © -f cos 26 + ... • l/2.
According to Bromwich*, we may differentiate the series
found for no and Q^e in n© as often as we please,
provided that © is not a multiple of 2# Hence wc find
gAi^cos n© « 0, and Q^n26mlsln n© s 0.
/
Taking © s flf in the first equation, we find the result:
j2s
. 22s + 52s . 42s f ... s o.
Since the series 2Z(°os nx)/n2 is uniformly convergent
for all values of x, we shall expect, as is the case, that
each series in the double series is summable. Therefore
21 (cos nx)/n2 » -1^/12 f ( x-tr) 2/i 2i- 2) + <x-*r)4/4.<0) + 0.
Zlteos nx)/n2 « (x.^)2/4
-/T2/l2 s l/l2 feix-ft) 2-^
where s x * 2#*; or by taking any interval of length 2%
we nay write
ZT(cos nx)/n2 s l/l2 [z\x - ( 2k+l)/rj2. ^2j
where 2k /Tr x § 2(kfl)^ and k « 0, 1, 2, 3, ... .
ee Bromwich, Theory of Infinite series, Art* 109 and 110.
y^ 2 2j<*os n^x)/(n^) 2 is a series composed of all the
terns of the complete series Zjcos nx)/n2 divisible by 4*
This scries may be summed in the following way:
ZT(cos n^x)/(nrf) 2 2 l/f^ZIUoa rm)/n29 where u • ^x.
£(cos n^x)/<nrf)2 = l/(12^) |s[u - (2k+l)^2
-/T2)
or 21 (cos nrfx)/(nrf) 2 * 1/(12^) (s [jfx - ( 2k*l)/r]2- /T2J
where 2kr/^ * x * 2(k¥l)tf/4, and k S 1, 2, 5, ... .
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SUMMATION OF ^[(cos nx)/n2 , Dfc PUSTED BY SIX
By depleting a series by some number p, in this ease 6,
it is meant to omit all terms of the complete series diwis-
ible by any of the prime factors of p. In the series
y - £_{coa nx)/n2 , depleted by 6 s (cos x)/l2 + (cos 5x)/52
(cos 7x)/72 f (cos llx)/ll2 + (cos 13x)/l32 f
we haws y = yl " y2 " y3 ^ 76
•here yx
s (cos x)/l2 + (cos 2XJ/22 + (cos 3x)/32
yg
s (cos 2x)/22 + (cos 4x)/42 +(coc 6x)/62 4 ...
s l/22 J^(cos nu)/n2, where u = 2x,
y5
S (cos 3x)/32 + (cos 6x)/62 f (oos 9x)92 f ...
s l/32 2T< coa nu)/n2 # where u = 3x, and
y6
* (cos 6x)/62 f (oos 12XJ/122 f (cos 18x)/l82 4 ...
l/62 21 ( cos nu)/n2 , where u s 6x.
blnce
74 * £<°°» nrfx)/(ns') 2 s 1/(12^) {3 [rfx - ( 2k+l)tf]
2
- ff
2
}
where 2k7l/s/ £ X £ 2(k+l)rf/*\ the summation of the above
series can be written.
y2
S 1/(4-12) (s(2x - (2kfl)rrJ2./r2},
when x $ (kfl)^
y3 = 1/(9-12) ^3[3x « {2*+l)irf-
,
when 2kfl/3 $ x $ 2(k+l)l^3.
And y6
a 1/(36.12) |s[6x - < 2kTl)tf]2
-tf'
2
}t
when kU/3 S x £ (k+l)tf/3.
Let v6 be the integral pnrt of v/e, and r6 the remain-
der; then v = 6v
g r6 »
By making these substitutions for k, we arrive at the
summation of the depleted series,
y = ^i - y2 - y3 ye
S 1/12 (3[x - (2v6+l)tf]a-tf-2j
- 1/48 |3[2x - <2v
s
fl)7rj2-/f2}
- 1/108 |3[3x - (2v2fl)^2-i^}
f 1/432 {3[6x - (2vfl)/Tp- /T2}
where vfr/z i x * (vfl)rr/3.
After expanding and collecting, we get
y s AlTx A^Tf2 , where
A S -v6 + Vj/2 + Vg/3 - v/6 - 1/6, and
Al
=
^6(v6tl)-v3(v3+l)/4-w2(v2+l)/9-v(v+l)/36fl/9
when vit/z * x $ (v+l)Jf/3.
But v6= (w-r6 )/6, v3= (w-r3 )/3, and vg
s (v-r2)/2; there-
fore, by substitution, we get
A = (r6 - r3 - r2 - l)/6,
and A2« -Av/3 + B
where a = [r6(rg-G) - r3(r3«3) - r2(r2-2) + 4J/36.
A has at most six different values, and B has at most
six different valties.
y * Apt. m hjf2 is a series of straight lines which can
be represented by a Fourier series depleted by six.
By using different values of v we can find the remain-
ders r6» *3» and rG j and, therefore, values of A, B, and A.
from which we can write the equations for the six regions
in the interval from x « to x « 2fK
V 1 2 3 4 5
r
§
1 2 3 4 5
r3 1 2 1 2
1 1 1
A -1/6 -1/3 -1/6 1/6 1/3 I
B 1/9 1/18 -1/18 -1/9 -1/18 1/18
1/9 1/6 1/18 -5/18 -1/2
For v a 0, y = (-d/6)x + /f2/9, i x £ #3.
v a 1, y S («0/5)x f /T2/6, • x § 2^3.
V « 2, y = (-/r/6)x f >r2/i8, 2^/3
v = 3, y « <tf/6)x • s>fp/ia P /ri X Z 4^5 «
V S 4, y = (r/3)x - fT2/2, 5#3.
v s 5, y 2 (0/6)x - 2^/9, 5#3 * x * 2tfT
From the inequality v^/3 £ x £ (v*1)0/3, we can
determine v. For instance, let x s 200°:
v /3 < 200° <(vr1)0/3
v < 500°/l80° < vf1
v < 3 1/3 < vf1
Therefore, » 3.
Since the cosine function has a period of 2% these
equations will suffice for all values of x if properly
selected.
SUMMATION gf Yl ( COS nx)/n2 f EEPliiTED BY P
First we shall solve for the suawation of the series
when depleted by p where p Is a prine number or is taken
alone, tilth this condition In mind
y • 2T(cos nx)/n2 f depleted by p * y - y •
1 P
Prom equations derived in part three, it is obvious that
y » 1/12 {s[x - (SVp+D/f)2
-^}.
and y
p
« 1A12P2 ) fefpx - (SvflJfrJ
2
-^
2
).
Then y • l/l2 ^3[x - (2v
p
fl)lff-1t 2|- l/l2p2 |3[px
- (2vfl)^)2-/^2)
m [<2vfl)/2p - (2v
p
tl)/2]/hc - [(2v
p
+l) 2/4
- (2v+l)2/4p2 + {I.p2 )/I2pg^2
• Atf* + a^t8
where A • (2v+l)/2p - v
p
- l/2,
and AjS (2v
p
+l)2/4 - (2v+l)2/4p2 - (l-p2)/l2p2 .
Since v
p»
(v-rp)/p, where Vp is the Integral part of v/p
and rp
the remainder, by substituting this value for vp we
get y « Mfx + Ajfl*
when A • rp/p - 1/2,
and A S -2av/p + B
where B = rp(rp-p)/p
2 + (p2-l)/6p2t
when 2vfrfp £ x * 2(v*l)fl/p #
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Sow let us consider the case y » J^icoa nx)n2
,
depleted by p, where p^ and p2 are the prime fectors of p,
and p g PXP2 *
mm y = *B - y?i
- * yp
S 1/12 |3jx - (2v
p
fl)/rj2.^. j/1Bp2
^
3 |piX
~(2v
p 11)^/
2
. r
2}-i/i2p| {3[p2x - (2vp ii)iry-ir2}
+ 1/I2p2 (3{px - (2v+l)7Tj2-^2}
when 2v#/p J x £ 2(vfl)tf/p»
By simplifying and substituting (v-rp)/p for vpt
(v-rp^j/pj for v
p
^
# and i+*rp^)/p2 for v^, we get
y » AITx + Ajtr2
where A » <VrP1
"r
P2
)/
'P + (
^i*^2mpml)^
and A^S
-2Av/p f B
when B * l/p2 [r
p
(
r
p-p)
- r^Cr^) - ^(r^-PgJ
i l/6p2 [p
2
- P2 - p| l]
in the interval 2vf/p | x J 2(v+l)0/p*
Vie shall take one more case before generalizing in
the number of prime factors of p» That is y = £(cos nx)/n2
where P2, and pj are the three prime factors of
and p a pjn2P3 » With an increasing number of prime factors
of p# the problem rapidly increases in complexity.
*H - *pa - *p2 7PiPg V3 - ,p
y e 1/12 (s[x - (2vp +1) fl]
2
-
tT
2
}- l/12pf £ [pxx
f W8 (3[P2x . (^P1P3*1)^2-^}
-l/l£p§ |5[p5x -(SVp^D^-^+l/dfp^) (3[plP2x
-(^p^DTrJ^TT^i/dsp^) (s^pgx - (2^+1 j^f-ir8}
+l/(12p^) {5[pgP5x * (8v +1) fff-ir
2
}- l/12p£ (s[px
- (sv+Dtif-tr
2
}
Since v z (v-r )/p, v - (v-r )/p . v = (v-r )/p ,
P Pj_ P^ 1 Pg p2
T
PlP2
= <W
PlP2
)/PlP2
*
V
P1P5*
(V'r
PlPS )/plP3' 6nd
VP£P5= ^ v
"rP2P3^/p2pS» w* Bay substitute these values and
simplify to attain
.2
y - Aflx + A^ff
where A g l/p(r - r ^ - r - r + r + r +r )P plP2 plPs p£P3 Pl p2 p3
l/SptPjPg* PiPs + Pgt) - Px - Pg - P5 - P 1),
and A^x ~2Av/p B
wh.r. B . l/p2 [r
p
(Vp) - r^^-P^i
-
-Www - rpeps ' rPEP5-p^'
* 1 /* 2 T 8 22 22 22 2 2 2 .T
• 1/6P [P - PXP2 - PlP3 - P2P3 + P3-l/
when 2v/r/p x £ 2(v+l)tf7p.
Sth the results of these three particular eases of
depleted series we cnn write fron mathematical induction
a general solution for the summation of the series
(o°8 nx)/n2 depleted by any number p whieh was a finite
number k of prime factors p^, pg , p„, p^, . . . , p^,
and p I P1P2P5-«*Pk *
2Z(eos nxj/n2 , depleted by p A/te f Ajtf8 where
A - 1/P [r^ - Z^%1 t £r%m2 - ... (.l)k-l £rqJ
+ l/2p [Hvi* ^qk-2+ * <-1 >k £ql- ' + (-l)^1].
and Aj* -2Aw/p t i* where
D • l/p2 [r^Cr^) - T^J^-W CrV2lrqk
when 2v^p £ x £ 2{v+l)f/p«
Here is the products of the numbers in the combina-
tions of the k prime factors of p taken m of them at a time
and in 2Zvq^ rqH
~cl
m^
thc BBm valuc of ^m is used in all
three positions simultaneously.
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CONCLUSION
f(x) « htfo + Aj^r2, a series of straight lines, is a
function which can toe expressed toy J3< co8 nx)/n2 when
depleted toy p.
The author wishes to take this opportunity to express
a sincere appreciation to Professor T* Stratton for his
helpful suggestions in the development of this problem.
